The Queer and the Disgusting
CPLT 203: Literatures Beyond the Canon
Emory University
Spring 2017

Instructor: Andrew Kingston
Location: Callaway Center S103
Meeting Times: M/W/F 11-11:50pm
Office Hours: Mondays, 1-2pm (by appointment)
Email: andrew.kingston@emory.edu
Course Description:
“Queerness can never define an identity; it can only ever disturb one”
Lee Edelman
“...disgust implies, not just an ability to say no, but even more a compulsion to say no, an
inability not to say no.”
Winfried Menninghaus
In the not-so-good-old days, queerness and feelings of disgust went hand in hand: one
evoked the other. Today, in a society in which queerness has gained considerable social
acceptance, this relationship seems to be evaporating. Without wanting to re-establish
this relation, this course will ask what in queerness is lost when it is disengaged from its
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disgusting histories. Following theorists like Lee Edelman and Leo Bersani, we will
investigate what attributes queerness and disgust share as sites of radical affects and
practices that allow for a critique of normative social and sexual behavior. These
questions of sexuality and affect will be addressed from a number of different angles,
including philosophy, literature, psychoanalysis, film, law, and religion. We will read
authors such as Lee Edelman, Julia Kristeva, Sigmund Freud, Mary Douglas, Monique
Wittig, Jean Genet, the Marquis de Sade, and Georges Bataille, among others.
Please Note: Throughout the semester, this course will deal with disturbing and violent
themes, as well as “pornographic” sexual content.
Course Objectives:
By the end of this course, you will
ü be able to articulate some problems surrounding issues of queerness and disgust.
ü have a working knowledge of the function of affect in psychoanalysis, aesthetics,
and literary theory.
ü be able to more critically engage with discourses that attempt to mobilize our
feelings of disgust.
ü have written an academic research paper addressing an aspect of the course theme
that interests you.
Required Texts:
The Thief’s Journal, by Jean Genet
No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive, by Lee Edelman
Disgust: Theory and History of a Strong Sensation, by Winfried Menninghaus
Spring’s Awakening, by Frank Wedekind
Philosophy of the Boudoir, by the Marquis de Sade
The Lesbian Body, by Monique Wittig (NOT IN THE BOOKSTORE)
All other readings will be provided electronically.
Suggested Texts (you don’t have to buy these):
Powers of Horror, by Julia Kristeva
Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, by Sigmund Freud
Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo, by Mary
Douglas
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Reading Policy
You should do all the readings. It will really help. I promise. Plus, if you don’t, it will be
very obvious to me and it will absolutely hurt your grade.
Attendance Policy
Attend Class. There will be a sign-in sheet, which it is your responsibility to sign. You
get 4 free absences to accommodate for illness, personal issues, or travel (this includes
travel for things like sports). After four absences, I reserve the right to lower your grade
(see “Attendance and Participation” in the “Assignments and Grade Breakdown” section
of this syllabus, below). More than 10 absences and you will fail the course.
Late Work
Late work will be penalized by 10%, and then an additional 10% for each week that it
remains late. For example, if you have late work that takes you under a week to turn in, it
will be penalized 10%. After one week it will be penalized 20%. After two weeks it will
be penalized 30%, and so on.
Electronics Policy
No laptops. Please do not check your email or social media during class. I reserve the
right to deduct points from your participation grade should this become a problem.
Academic Integrity Policy
Do not be academically dishonest. If you are unsure what this means, please consult the
Emory honor code (http://catalog.college.emory.edu/academic/policy/honor_code.html).
Above all, do not plagiarize. Should you plagiarize in any way, you will fail the course,
or worse.
Public Nature of the Course
When you write anything for this course (or in general), please consider your work to
exist in public. Even if only I will see it, it is important to write as if anyone might read
your work. This means: don’t write anything that you would be uncomfortable making
public. But also, don’t worry too much about what others might think.
Assignments and Grade Breakdown
Attendance and Participation: 20%
Quizzes: 15 %
Analytical Response Papers: 15%
Midterm Paper: 15%
Abstract: 5%
Final Research Paper: 30%
Assignment Details
ü Quizzes: We will have 3 short quizzes, given at random points throughout the
semester, which I may or may not hint at in class. The purpose of these quizzes
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will only be to reinforce your reading at a basic, factual level. In other words, you
will find the quizzes to be very easy if you have done the readings and paid
attention in class, and basically impossible if you have not. Quizzes will be both
multiple choice and written response.
ü Analytical Response Papers (3 x 2-3 pages): Throughout the Semester, you will
be required to submit three 2-3 page analyses of texts and films that we will have
read/watched for class. In writing these “responses”, the expectation will be that
you first break down the main argument of a theoretical work, or the action of (a
scene in) a literary text or film. Secondly, in performing your analysis, you will be
expected to evaluate the coherence of this theoretical text (is the argument
consistent with itself, or are there problems with it, and why?) or literary text/film
(what does the writing you discuss do within the context of the book? Or how
does a particular scene present a problem that we have discussed in class?). You
will analyze one theoretical work, one literary work, and one film (of your
choosing) from the syllabus. Each paper will be due at the beginning of the
particular class in which we will discuss the text that you have chosen (or, for the
film, it will be due the beginning of the class after we finish watching it).
ü Midterm Paper (~5 Pages): For the midterm, you will write an analysis paper,
similar to the shorter “analytical response papers”, which you will do throughout
the semester. However, for this paper, I will give you direct questions/prompts
that will cover some of the themes we will have read about and discussed in class
up to that point. The midterm will be take-home.
ü Abstract for Final Paper: This is a short, approximately one paragraph abstract,
plus a short bibliography, outlining the argument you will make as well as the
resources that you will use in your final paper.
ü Final Research Paper (9-10 pages): This final paper will be your opportunity to
engage with the course themes on a broader, more exploratory level. As a piece of
formal academic writing, your paper will require multiple scholarly resources,
appropriate citation, critical thinking, a coherent composition, and a polished
argument—i.e. more than Wikipedia-book-report level knowledge is required.
Ultimately, the purpose of this paper is to give you a chance to think through
some of the issues that we cover in class in a way that is personally helpful for
your own projects and concerns.
Grading Scale
Percentage Scale:
Percentage Letter Grade
90.00-100
A
86.00-89.99 B+
80.00-85.99 B
76.00-79.99 C+
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C
D+
D
F

Emory Grade Point Scale:
Points Letter Grade
4.00
A
3.70
A3.30
B+
3.00
B
2.70
B2.30
C+
2.00
C
1.70
C1.30
D+
1.00
D
0.00
F
Explanation of Letter Grades
A: An excellent response to the assignment. Demonstrates a sophisticated use of
rhetorical knowledge, writing, argumentation, and design.
B: A good response to the assignment. Demonstrates an effective use of rhetorical
knowledge, writing, argumentation, and design. May have some minor errors and
mistakes.
C: An average response to the assignment. Demonstrates acceptable use of rhetorical
knowledge, writing, argumentation, and design. Generally follows instructions, but may
have errors and mistakes that distract from the overall quality of the composition.
D: A poor response to the assignment. Demonstrates a lack of rhetorical knowledge and
writing and argumentation and design. May have major errors and mistakes.
F: A failure to respond to the assignment appropriately. May have an unacceptable
number of errors and mistakes.
Student Resources
Emory provides lots of ancillary resources for its students, which you pay for with your
tuition. I encourage you to take advantage of them. Some of the more relevant ones for
this course are listed below:
ü Disability Resources: Students with medical/health conditions that might impact
academic success should visit Access, Disability Services and Resources (ADSR
formerly the Office of Disability Services, ODS) to determine eligibility for
appropriate accommodations. Students who receive accommodations must present
the Accommodation Letter from ADSR to your professor at the beginning of the
semester, or when the letter is received.
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ü Emory Writing Center: The Emory Writing Center offers 45-minute individual
conferences to Emory College and Laney Graduate School students. The EWC is
located in Callaway N-212. We encourage writers to schedule appointments in
advance as we can take walk-ins on a limited basis only. We require hard copies
of traditional paper drafts and encourage you to bring a laptop if you're working
on a digital or multi-modal text. Please bring a copy of your assignment
instructions, too. In addition to our regular conferences in Callaway, we host
Studio Hours every Tuesday from 7-9 pm in Woodruff Library 214. Studio Hours
provide a supportive, focused workspace and are open to all students. EWC tutors
circulate to encourage writers, provide resources, and address questions. For more
information about the EWC, or to make an appointment, visit
http://writingcenter.emory.edu.
ü Tutoring for Multilingual Students: If you are a multilingual student and English
is not your first language, you may benefit from working with trained ESL Tutors.
These tutors are undergraduates who will support the development of both your
English language and writing skills. Like Writing Center tutors, ESL tutors will
not proofread your work. ESL tutors will meet with you in designated locations
on campus for 1-hour appointments, and they will help you at any stage of the
process of developing your written work or presentation. You may bring your
work on a laptop or on paper. For instructions on how to schedule an
appointment, links to ASST, and the policies for using the service, go to:
http://college.emory.edu/home/academic/learning/esl/tutoring/index.html. If you
do not have a scheduled appointment, you may use the Academic ESL Skills Lab,
located in Room 422 of Woodruff Library (next to the Language Center). Here,
you may have less time with a tutor if other students are waiting, but you can find
drop-in support just when you need it. To view the lab hours for the current
semester, go to: http://college.emory.edu/home/academic/learning/esl/lab.html.
For information about other ESL services available to undergraduates, go to:
http://college.emory.edu/home/academic/learning/esl/index.html or contact Jane
O’Connor, Director of ESL Services (jcoconn@emory.edu ) or Denise Dolan,
Assistant Director of ESL Services (denise.dolan@emory.edu ).
ü Emory Counseling Services: Free and confidential counseling services and
support are available from the Emory Counseling Center (404) 727-7450. This
can be an invaluable resource when stress makes your work more challenging
than it ought to be. Visit http://studenthealth.emory.edu/cs/
Final Exam
The exam period for this semester is April 27th - May 4th. We will not have class during
this time. There is no final exam for this course.
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Schedule
Wednesday, 1/11: Introductions, go over syllabus
Friday, 1/13: Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, “Christmas Effects” (PDF); Winfried
Menninghaus, “Exposition” (Disgust, pp. 1-5). In class: Samuel Beckett, Not I.
Monday, 1/16: NO CLASS (MLK Day)
Wednesday, 1/18: Gayle Rubin, “Thinking Sex” (PDF)
Friday, 1/20: Senthorun Raj, “Disturbing Disgust: Gesturing to the Abject in Queer
Cases” (PDF); Jean-François Lyotard, “The Phrase-Affect (From a Supplement to the
Differend)” (PDF)
Monday, 1/23: Menninghaus, “The Disgust Taboo, and the Omnipresence of Disgust in
Aesthetic Theory” (Disgust, pp. 25-49)
Wednesday, 1/25: Excerpts from Menninghaus, “Disgusting Zones and Disgusting
Times: The Construction of the Ideally Beautiful Body” (in Disgust); Excerpts from
Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger (PDF)
Friday, 1/27: Guest Instructor, Kevin Lucas: Samuel Beckett, “First Love” (PDF)
Monday, 1/30: Sigmund Freud, Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, First Essay
(PDF)
Wednesday, 2/1: Freud, Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, Second Essay (PDF)
Friday, 2/3: Menninghaus, Selections from “The Psychoanalysis of Stinking: Libido,
Disgust, and Cultural Development in Freud” (in Disgust)
Monday, 2/6: Julia Kristeva, “Approaching Abjection” (PDF)
Wednesday, 2/8: Lee Edelman: “The Future is Kid Stuff” (No Future, 1-31)
Friday, 2/10: Continue Edelman: “The Future is Kid Stuff” (No Future, 1-31)
Monday, 2/13: Jean Genet, The Thief’s Journal
Wednesday, 2/15: Continue Genet, The Thief’s Journal
Friday, 2/17: Finish Genet, The Thief’s Journal
Monday, 2/20: David Halperin, What Do Gay Men Want? Chapters V and VI (PDF)
Wednesday, 2/22: Leo Bersani, “Is the Rectum a Grave?” (PDF)
Friday, 2/24:Kathryn Bond Stockton, “Embracing Shame: ‘Black’ and ‘Queer’ in
Debasement” (PDF)
Monday, 2/27: Michael Warner and Lauren Berlant, “Sex in Public” (PDF)
Wednesday, 3/1: Gregg Araki, The Living End (in class); Hand out Midterm Prompts
Friday, 3/3: Finish The Living End (in class), Midterm Essay Due (at beginning of
class)
Monday, 3/6: NO CLASS (Spring Break)
Wednesday, 3/8: NO CLASS (Spring Break)
Friday, 3/10: NO CLASS (Spring Break)
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Monday, 3/13: Genesis 19 (The Bible),“Sodom and Gomorrah”; Mark Jordan, “The
Discovery of Sodomy” (PDF)
Wednesday, 3/15: Menninghaus, “Holy Disgust (Bataille) and the Sticky Jelly of
Existence (Sartre)” (Disgust pp. 343-364)
Friday, 3/17: Georges Bataille, “Introduction” from Erotism (PDF), and “Madame
Edwarda” (PDF)
Monday, 3/20: Kent Brintnall, “Erotic Ruination: Embracing the ‘Savage Spirituality’ of
Barebacking” (PDF); Supplemental Reading: Tim Dean, “Breeding Culture:
Barebacking, Bugchasing, Giftgiving” (PDF)
Wednesday, 3/22: Bataille, “The Solar Anus”, “The Pineal Eye”, and “The Language of
Flowers” (PDF); Supplemental Reading: John Paul Ricco, “Bare-backing Bataille: from
sexual to general economy” (PDF); Abstracts for Final Paper Due
Friday, 3/24: No Class: Evening Screening of Christophe Honoré, Ma Mère
Monday, 3/27: Conferences
Wednesday, 3/29: Conferences
Friday, 3/31: Conferences
Monday, 4/3: Frank Wedekind, Spring’s Awakening
Wednesday, 4/5: Selections from Marquis de Sade, Philosophy in the Boudoir
Friday, 4/7: Selections from Marquis de Sade, Philosophy in the Boudoir
Monday, 4/10: Catharine MacKinnon, “Pornography: On Morality and Politics” (PDF)
Wednesday, 4/12: Wendy Brown, “The Mirror of Pornography” (PDF); Andy Warhol’s
Blowjob
Friday, 4/14: Monique Wittig, “The Category of Sex”, “One is Not Born a Woman”, and
“The Straight Mind” (PDF)
Monday, 4/17: Selections from Wittig, The Lesbian Body
Wednesday, 4/19: Lauren Berlant and Leo Bersani, “Sex Without Optimism” (PDF)
Friday, 4/21: Semester Review + Ange-Marie Hancock, “Introduction” from The Politics
of Disgust: The Public Identity of the Welfare Queen (PDF)
Monday, 4/24: Optional Research Paper Workshop Day
Monday, 5/1: Final Research Paper Due (No Class)
(This class schedule may change as the semester progresses.)
Deadlines
Midterm Paper: Friday, 3/3
Final Paper Abstract: 3/24
Final Research Paper: 5/1
3 Analytical Response Papers: due throughout the semester

